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In the course of studying the reaction dynamics of F+ CH2D2 f HF + CHD2, several small features in the
(2+1) REMPI spectra of the CHD2 product were observed. Using the technique of imaging spectroscopy,
those new features were identified and assigned to the 21

1, 31
1, and 51

1 bands. The ion velocity-mapped images
acquired for those features, however, displayed severe overlaps with each other, rendering data analysis difficult.
The extended cross correlation method was then applied for the first time in analyzing the ion images and
successfully extracted the genuine pattern of each entangled component, which in turn enables us to focus on
the dynamics information embedded in the multicomponent images.

I. Introduction

It has been amply demonstrated in a series of reports that
the time-sliced ion velocity-imaging technique is a powerful
method to reveal the product pair correlation in bimolecular
scatterings.1-12 The identification of the correspondence between
the state-pair and the observed image feature rests on the
conservations of energy and momentum, provided that all
energetics are known.12 Otherwise, one can go in the opposite
direction by using the image feature to identify the unknown
product state or to assign a previously unidentified REMPI
(resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization) spectral peak, as
demonstrated recently for the 11

1, 31
1, and 41

1 bands of the CD3
radical.13 We dubbed this approach imaging spectroscopy or
spectroscopy by imaging. In the first part of this paper we apply
imaging spectroscopy to the CHD2 radical, identifying two
previously unobserved REMPI transitions, 21

1 and 51
1, in addi-

tion to the 00
0, 11

1, and 31
1 bands, from the reaction F+ CH2D2

f CHD2 + HF.
When the probe laser frequency was held fixed at these bands,

however, the acquired images display contaminations from the
spectrally adjacent bands, resulting in severe overlaps of several
components on image features. Observing an overlapped image
has been noted in the past. If the energetics is such that the
contributions from different components or sources can be
resolved from the target one in the product recoil speed
distribution P(U), then a simple subtraction scheme suffices to
pull out the desired speed distributionsprovided that the speed
distribution of the contaminant is known from an independent,
single-component image. This is the case found previously for
the CHD2(31

1) image from F+ CHD3 f CHD2 + DF.14 More
recently we encountered another type of overlapping images.
To explore mode-specific reaction dynamics in Cl+ CHD3

using pair-correlation measurements, a tunable IR (infrared) laser
was used to excite the CHD3 reagent toV1 ) 1, i.e., one-quantum
excitation of the C-H bond. The IR-on image of the CD3(V)0)
product clearly exhibits features from both the stretch-excited
and the unpumped ground-state reactants. Since the two product

channels of Cl+ CHD3(V1)1) f HCl(V′)1) + CD3(V)0) and
Cl + CHD3(V)0) f HCl(V′)0) + CD3(V)0) are nearly
degenerate, a complete overlap of their respective features on
the image was observed. A threshold method was then
developed to determine the fraction of vibrationally excited
CHD3 in the molecular beam, with which the mode-specific
dynamics from the stretched-excited reaction can then be
uncovered.15

As will be shown here, the overlapped images in the present
paper are of a different nature. We resorted to a more elaborate
method, extended cross correlation (XCC),16,17 to unravel the
overlapped interferences and to recover dynamics information
from the multicomponent images. The XCC method is one of
many data analysis techniques to identify and extract multiple
patterns from experimental data. It is a pattern recognition-based
rather than a model-based method. Like several other similar
techniques, such as covariance mapping18 and principal com-
ponent analysis,19,20 it assumes that a set of spectra can be
regarded as linear combinations of patterns. The coefficients
of the patterns represent their contributions to a given spectrum.
As long as those patterns are not completely overlapped, the
ratios of their coefficients can be drawn out from the recursion
map in the XCC technique, with which the desired pattern for
each individual component can then be recovered. The interested
readers are referred to refs 16 and 17 for the basic concept of
XCC and the merits compared to other similar data analysis
methods.

II. Experimental Section

The crossed-beam apparatus and experimental details have
been presented previously.21,22 Only a brief description of
relevant points will be given here. A discharged, pulsed beam
of a mixture of 5% F2 in Ne was used to generate the F-atom,22,23

and the supersonic expansion of neat CH2D2 yielded the target
beam. Two pulsed beams cross in a differentially pumped
scattering chamber. The reaction product CHD2 was interrogated
by a (2+1) REMPI scheme via its 3p2 B1 r X̃2 B1 transition.14,24

The UV probe laser, near 333 nm, was about 8-10 mJ pulse-1

and was softly focused through af ) 50 cm cylindrical lens. A
time-sliced velocity imaging technique then mapped the recoils
of the state-tagged CHD2+ ion.21
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III. Results and Discussion

(A) Identification of the REMPI Bands. Figure 1 exempli-
fies the REMPI spectra, around the origin band 00

0, of the
CHD2 radical from two different reactions, F+ CH2D2 f CHD2

+ HF atEc ) 0.42 kcal/mol and F+ CHD3 f CHD2 + DF at
Ec ) 2.76 kcal/mol, respectively. In the case of F+ CHD3, in
addition to the prominent 00

0 band, a small feature was seen,
which was ascribed previously to the CHD2 31

1 band.14 The
REMPI spectrum for the reaction F+ CH2D2, however,
indicates richer product state distributions. Besides 00

0 and 31
1

bands, a strong peak labeled as 11
1 (vide infra) and two weaker

(adjacent to the 31
1 peak) features labeled as 21

1 and 51
1 (vide

infra) were seen.
The assignments of those bands are based on the following.

As summarized in Table 1, from the resonance Raman spectrum
of CHD2, Westre et al. obtainedV1 (the CH stretching
fundamental)) 3116.2 cm-1, V2 (the CD2 symmetric stretch)
) 2221.5 cm-1, andV3 (the CD2 scissors)) 1034.2 cm-1 for
the electronic ground stateX̃2B1.25 Using (2+1) REMPI
spectroscopy Brum et al. reportedV4 (the out-of-plane bend))
510 cm-1 for X̃2B1 as well as the fundamental frequencies of
five modes (exceptV3) in the excited 3p2B1 state.24 Given the
above and from the observed spectral shifts of those new features
from the 00

0 band, the 11
1 and 21

1 transitions were then assigned.
To our best knowledge, no previous experiment reported theV5

(the CD2 antisymmetric stretch) and theV6 (the CH bend) modes
of theX̃2B1 state; theoretically, a high level ab initio calculation
predicted 2358 and 1248 cm-1 for V5 andV6, respectively.26 To
identify the nature of the remaining feature that is blue-shifted

from 31
1 or red-shifted 48 cm-1 from the 00

0 peak, we resorted
to the imaging spectroscopy method.

In that approach the image of the reaction products CHD2

was acquired with the probe laser wavelength fixed at the
(unassigned) spectral peak. The exothermicity of the reaction
F + CH2D2 f HF + CHD2 is known,∆H0

0 ) -31.63 kcal/
mol.1,25,26By conservation of energy, the possible state-pair of
the two reaction products was then sought to match the resolved
ringlike structures on the image. Figure 2 presents four raw
images of CHD2 from the F+ CH2D2 reaction atEc ) 2.32
kcal/mol with the probe laser frequencies parked at the peaks
of the four respective bands. The 11

1 image is characterized by
an intense double-ring structure, which is significantly different
from the other three images. While the general patterns of the
latter three are similar, subtle differences in the widths and the
splitting of the outer rings are noticeable.

The similarity and the difference of these images are better
appreciated in the P(U) distributions, for which the density-to-
flux corrections have been made.21,27The results are presented
in Figure 3, in which the anticipated energetic limits of the
product state-pairs were calculated and shown as the vertical
dotted lines. From the relative intensities of the features in P(U)
distributions, the above assignments of the 11

1, 21
1, and 31

1 bands
are confirmed. Since the vibrational frequencies of theV5 and
V6 modes in the upper 3p2B1 state are known (Table 1), the
corresponding frequencies in theX̃2B1 state can be obtained from
the spectral shift of-48 cm-1 (from the 00

0 peak) for the
unknown, up to this point, feature (labeled as 51

1 in Figure 1).
Thanks to the large difference in the vibrational frequencies of
V5 andV6 modes, the distinct structure atµCHD2 ∼ 1.1 km/s in
the right lower panel of Figure 3 then provides the evidence in
support of the present assignment of the 51

1 band. This
completes the REMPI assignments shown in Figure 1.

(B) Removing the Contributions of W ) 0 and W1 ) 1 from
Images.As can be clearly seen from Figure 3, none of those
four images can be ascribed as straightforward state-pairs from
the labeled REMPI-bands, due to the spectral congestion. Worse
yet, their product recoil speed distributions P(U) are complicated
by heavily overlapped structures from several different com-
ponents. To unravel the reaction dynamics from those multi-

Figure 1. Examples of two REMPI spectra of the CHD2 radical
products near the origin band from (a) the reaction F+ CH2D2 f CHD2

+ HF atEc ) 0.42 kcal/mol and (b) the reaction F+ CHD3 f CHD2

+ DF at Ec ) 2.76 kcal/mol.

TABLE 1: Vibrational Frequencies and the Spectral Shifts,
All in cm -1, in the (2+1) REMPI Detection of the CHD2
Radical f

state V1(a1) V2(a1) V3(a1) V4(b1) V5(b2) V6(b2)

X2B1 3116a 2221a 1034a 510b 2413e (1248)c

shift from 00
0 -79 -60 -53 655 -48

3p2B1 3037e 2161e 981d 1165 2365b 1210b

a Reference 25.b Reference 24.c Reference 26.d Reference 14.e This
work, deduced from the spectral shift from the 00

0 band. The frequen-
cies of theV1 andV2 modes in the 3p2B1 state agree with ref 24 within
a few cm-1. f The origin band 00

0 is at 59 921 cm-1.

Figure 2. Four raw images of the CHD2 products from the F+ CH2D2

reaction atEc ) 2.32 kcal/mol. The probe laser frequencies were fixed
at the peaks of the four respective bands, labeled in Figure 1(a).
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component images, a two-step procedure was adapted. First,
we will subtract the features associated with the CHD2(V)0 and
V1)1) states from those images in this subsection. Then in the
next subsection we will introduce a more elaborate algorithm
to extract the correlated information for theV2, V3, andV5 ) 1
products.

Figure 4(a) shows the raw image when theλprobe was fixed
at the peak of 00

0 band, and Figure 4(b) depicts the corre-
sponding P(U) distribution atEc ) 2.32 kcal/mol. Clearly, this
product image is dominated by the state-pairs of (00, 3) and
(00, 2) without any trace of contaminations from the adjacent
spectral features. [Herein, we denote the state-pair as (VCHD2,
VHF).] Its P(U) distribution is also displayed as the dotted curve
in all four panels of Figure 3 by matching the slowest (0, 3)
structures, respectively. A closer inspection of the four resultant
P(U) distributions, with the (V)0)-contribution removed, indi-
cates that the one for 11

1 is distinctly different from the other
three. We ascribed it to a distribution mainly from the (11, 2)
and (11, 1) pairs, i.e., the “pure” 11-P(U) distribution, though
possible small contributions from the (21, 2), (31, 2), and (51,
2) product pairs cannot be ruled out.

Exemplified in Figure 5(a) is the resultant P(U) distribution
for 31

1 without the CHD2(V)0) contribution. Also shown as the
dotted curve (labeled 11) is the contribution from the “pure”
11-distribution as just described. Note the minor 11-contribution
to the 31

1 distribution. Hence, even if the 11-distribution is not
as pure as we have claimed, it has little consequence on the
results to be presented. Subtracting it from the 31

1 distribution
then yields a new 31

1 without the contaminations from both the
00 and 11 components, as shown in Figure 5(c). Similar analyses
were then performed for the 21

1 and 51
1 distributions in Figure 3,

and the results are shown in Figure 5 (parts (b) and (d),
respectively).

(C) Extended Cross-Correlation Analysis of the21
1, 31

1,
and 51

1 Distributions. Using the successive, simple subtraction
scheme, we obtained the distributions for 21

1, 31
1, and 51

1 (Figure

5(b)-(d)) that are free from the contaminations from the 00 and
11 states. The three resultant distributions are, however, similar
and display heavily overlapped structures. To disentangle the
multicomponent distributions unambiguously and in a more
robust manner, we have to call upon more elaborate pattern
recognition methods. Specifically, XCC (extended cross cor-
relation) was applied to recover information from the entangled
distributions shown in Figure 5(b)-(d).

Figure 3. The derived CHD2 product speed distributions P(U), in the
center-of-mass frame, from the four images shown in Figure 2. The
vertical dotted lines give the energetic-allowed speeds of the indicated
product state pairs (VCHD2, VHF). The dotted curve in the four panels
illustrates the contribution from the spectral tail of the 00

0-band, which
is taken from Figure 4.

Figure 4. The raw image of the CHD2 product probed by fixing the
probe laser frequency at the peak of the 00

0 origin band. Shown in the
lower portion is the resultant product speed distribution with the
assigned state-pairs as indicated.

Figure 5. Illustrated in (a) is the speed distribution for the “reduced”
31

1-P(U) from Figure 3, for which the contribution from 00
0 has been

removed. The dotted curve, labeled 11, represents the contribution from
the spectral contamination of the 11

1-band, which is obtained by
subtracting the 00

0-contribution from the 11
1-distribution shown in the

top panel of Figure 3. Shown in (c) is the resultant distribution after
the 11-contamination being removed from 31

1 as illustrated in (a).
Similarly, (b) and (d) yield the distributions for 21

1 and 51
1, respec-

tively, which are free of the contributions from 00
0 and 11

1.
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XCC is one of many data analysis methods. It is a pattern
recognition-based technique designed to identify and recover
patterns that are interfered or overlapped in multicomponent
spectra; and it can be applied in a model-free manner. We
adapted it here because of its straightforward application, and
more importantly that this approach does not require the
experimental intensity normalization of the images or distribu-
tions involved.

To apply XCC to the present problem, we first assume that
the three P(U) distributions shown in Figure 5(b)-(d) are the
result of linear combinations of three genuine patterns for the
21, 31, and 51 states.

That is,

Here, theIA, IB, andIC represent the distributions in Figure 5(b)-
(d), and I51, etc. denote the true patterns or distributions of

the product states (e.g.,V5)1) from the reaction. The coefficients
ai, bi, and ci describe the relative weights of the patterns in
each observed P(U) distribution shown in Figure 5(b)-(d). The
goal is then to determine those coefficients in a least-biased
and model-free way, which can be achieved in XCC by the
so-called recursion map.16,17 Although a three-dimensional
recursion map has been generated from eqs 1-3, it turned out
to be problematic for the present case, presumably because one
of the components is almost completely overlapped with the
other two (vide infra). We adopted instead a two-dimensional
approach, operated in a sequential manner, to provide an
intuitive understanding of the underlying concept of the XCC
method.

Once again, the advantage of using the XCC approach is that
there is no need to experimentally normalize the entangled
distributions. Hence, we are free to scale theIA, IB, and IC

distributions (Figure 5(b)-(d)) to the same peak heights.
Energetically, those dominant peaks are almost entirely at-
tributed to theI31 components, thus we havec1 ≈ c2 ≈ c3 ≈ 1,
as will be demonstrated shortly. Equations 1-3 can be, for the
time being, rewritten in a shorthand matrix form

We first examined the recursion maps among them, as shown
in Figure 6. What is plotted here are the intensity values

Figure 6. Three recursion maps with each point on the map
representing the intensities in the two P(U) distributions at the same
speed. The ratio directions (or the slopes) for all threeci’s are unity,
validating the use of eq 4.

for λ at 51
1 : IA ) a1I51

+ b1I21
+ c1I31

(1)

for λ at 21
1 : IB ) a2I51

+ b2I21
+ c2I31

(2)

for λ at 31
1 : IC ) a3I51

+ b3I21
+ c3I31

(3)

Figure 7. The lower portion shows the two speed distributions with
the I31-component removed,IA-C and IB-C. Their recursion map is
displayed in the upper portion. The slope (b1-b3)/(b2-b3) ) 0 givesb1

) b3, implying that IA and IC contain about the same amounts ofI21.
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in either of two distributions. That is, the coordinates of each
point represent the intensities in the two distributions at a given
speed of CHD2 products. Also shown are the straight lines
passing through the origin. The points that cluster around the
straight line have signal content that can be in general associated
with one of the genuine patterns. In other words, these points
correspond to the CHD2 speeds at which nonoverlapped features
are found in the two distributions; hence, the slopes of these
lines give the ratios of the corresponding coefficients. As is
seen, the ratios of all threeci coefficients are indeed unity,
justifying eq 4. However, what remains are only three other
slopes or ratios that are not sufficient to obtain the six unknowns
in (4).

Taking advantage ofc1 ) c2 ) c3 ) 1, we examined next
the distributions without theI31 contributions, i.e.

The resultant difference distributions are displayed in Figure 7,
along with their recursion map. A slope of zero for (b1-b3)/(b2-
b3) suggests thatb1 ) b3 or that IA and IC contain about the
same amounts ofI21, which further implies that theIA-C

distribution closely resembles the genuineI51 pattern, which is
proportional to (a1-a3)I51. Given that and the two slopesa1/a2,
a3/a1 shown in Figure 6, all three amplitudesa1I51, a2I51, and
a3I51 can then be obtained with the coefficientsa1 ) 1.572,a2

) 0.733, anda3 ) 0.572.
From the above, eq 4 is now reduced to eq 6, i.e., only two

unknowns remain. It is worth mentioning that the slope (a1-
a3)/(a2-a3) ) 6.2, which is entirely consistent with the values
of a1/a2 and a3/a1 shown in Figure 6, also indicates that the
amount ofI51 in IB-C is about 0.16 (or 1/6.2) of that inIA-C,
which is pureI51. Thus,IB-C ) 0.16I51 + (b2-b3)I21. Knowing
I51 and the ratio ofb3/b2 from Figure 6, one could then deduce
the profiles ofb2I21 andb3I21 from IB-C (Figure 7) based on the
above equation forIB-C, yielding b2 ) 1.677 andb3 ) 0.677.
Once this is done, the profile ofI31 can then be deduced from
eachIA, IB, andIC. The resultantI31’s, unfortunately, all showed
significant negative-going signals around the peak ofI21

distributionsa physically unreasonable result.
To trace the source of this error, we took an alternative

approach. SinceI51 is known asIA-C from eq 6, presented in
Figure 8 are the two distributions ofIB-51 andIC-51, which are
without the contributions fromI51. Their difference must then
be entirely due to (b2-b3)I21, and their recursion map yields a
value of b3/b2 ) 0.158, which is in significant variance with
the above value of 0.40 given from Figure 6. (We will comment
on this discrepancy later.) Using this alternative ratio to extract
the amplitudes ofI21 in eachIA, IB, and IC, we obtainedb2 )

1.187 andb1 ) b3 ) 0.187. And theI31’s thus derived appeared
to be self-consistent and physically more reasonable. Figure 9
presents the decomposition of the three entangledIB, IA, andIC

distributions. And the final matrix becomes

The small negative values (near the peak ofI51) for I31 suggest
a slight error in I51, presumably arising from the slope
uncertainty of the recursion map shown in Figure 7. It also
becomes clear from Figure 9 that theI21 components are entirely
overlapped with eitherI31 over the high-speed end orI51 over
the slower end. And the amplitudes ofI21 in eitherIA or IC are
much smaller than the other two components. As a result, the
intensities ofIC (thus alsoIA) in this particular speed range are
severely contaminated, yielding a “biased”b3/b2 ratio in the
primitive recursion map betweenIC and IB (Figure 6).

As is readily seen, the retrieved speed distributions for the
(31, 2), (21, 2), and (51, 2) product pairs display peaks that
deviate somewhat from the calculated, respective energetic
limits. The degrees of deviation represent the rotational energy
excitations of the two product pairs. Simple analysis, by virtue
of energy conservation, reveals that the average rotational energy
contents for (51, 2), (21, 2), and (31, 2) are about 0.64, 1.1, and
2.6 kcal/mol, respectively. In other words, the correlated
rotational excitation of the HF(V)2) product is significantly
higher when the CHD2 coproduct is formed with one quantum
excitation in the CD2 scissors mode (V3) than in the CD2

Figure 8. An alternative way for applying the XCC analysis. Presented
in the lower panel are the two speed distributions with the 51-component
removed,IB-51 and IC-51, and in the upper part is their recursion
map.
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symmetric (V2) or asymmetric (V5) stretch. The implication of
this finding to reaction dynamics will be discussed in a future
report on this reaction over a wide range of initial collision
energies.

IV. Summary

Two contributions are reported in this work. First, using the
imaging spectroscopy technique,13,14 two new REMPI bands,
21

1 and 51
1, of the CHD2 radical are identified from the reaction

F + CH2D2 f HF + CHD2. Both bands are heavily overlapped

with the 31
1 transition and to a lesser extent with the 00

0 and 11
1

features. The ion velocity-mapped images of the 31
1, 21

1, and 51
1

bands show severe interferences from each other and from the
tails of the more intense 00

0 and 11
1 bands. Using the simple

subtraction scheme, the contributions from the latter two can
be removed easily. Extended cross correlation analysis16,17was
then exploited to unravel the interferences and to recover the
genuine speed distribution of each individual component. With
the methodology established, a copious set of image data over
a wide range of collisional energies can then be analyzed to
reveal the pair-correlated reaction dynamics, which will be
reported in the near future.
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